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QUESTION 1 
Which three statements are true regarding Flex ASM on a four-node cluster consisting of three-
hub nodes and a leaf node? 
 

A. An ASM instance and database instances can coexist on the same hub node. 

B. A database instance on a hub node can be a client of an ASM instance running on any leaf node. 

C. A database instance on a hub node can be a client of an ASM instance running on any hub node. 

D. A database instance on a leaf node can be a client of an ASM instance running on any hub node. 

E. A database instance on a hub node uses an ASM instance as an I/O server when requesting I/O 
todiskgroups. 

F. ASM Cluster File System (ASFS) can only be deployed on hub nodes. 

 
Answer: ACF 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
Which two statements are true about initialization parameters for Clustered ASM instances? 
 

A. A change to ASM_DISKSTRING requires a restart of all ASM instances for the change to 
take effect. 

B. ASM_POWER_LIMIT controls he number of RDBMS instances that can access a disk group 
while it isbeing rebalanced. 

C. The ASM_DISKGROUP parameter is optional. 

D. The default value of INSTANT_TYPE is ASM. 

E. The maximum value of ASM_POWER_LIMIT is 1024. 

 
Answer: CE 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Which three statements are true concerning diagnostic components and requirements of Oracle 
12c Clusterware? 
 

A. There is one ologgered service for the cluster health monitor (CHM) on each cluster node 
regardless ofcluster size. 

B. The Grid Infrastructure Management Repository database must run on a hub node if Flex 
Clusters areused. 

C. There is one osysmond service for the cluster health monitor (CHM) on each cluster node 
regardless ofcluster size. 

D. The oclumon utility may be used to get and set parameters for the cluster health monitor (CHM) 
repository. 

E. The diagcollection.pl script must be run from the Grid home directory as the Grid infrastructure 
owner. 

F. The clusterware log files are stored inside the Grid Infrastructure Management Repository 
database usedby the cluster health monitor (CHM). 

 
Answer: BCE 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
PROD1, PROD2 and PROD3 are three active instances of the PROD database. 
Examine these commands executed on PROD1: 
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SQL > ALTER SYSTEM SET PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS=200 SCOPE=MEMORY sid='*'; 

SQL > ALTER SYSTEM SET PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS=100 SCOPE=MEMORY 

sid='PROD1'; 

 
Which statement is true? 
 

A. PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS will be 200 for all instances of PROD. 

B. PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS will be 100 for all instances of PROD. 

C. The second statement returns an error because this parameter must be identical for all isntances. 

D. PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS will be 200 for PROD2 and PROD3 and 100 for PROD1. 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
Which three events occur when a hub node fails in an Oracle Clusterware 12c Flex Cluster? 
 

A. The hub node is evicted from the cluster 

B. Leaf nodes connected to the failing hub node are reconnected to a surviving hub node without 
servicedisruption. 

C. Cluster resources running on leaf nodes connected to the failed hub node are relocated to one or 
moresurviving hub nodes. 

D. Cluster resources running on leaf nodes connected to the failed hub node are relocated to one or 
moresurviving leaf nodes. 

E. Cluster resources running on the failed hub node are relocated to one or more surviving hub 
nodes. 

F. Cluster resources running on the failed hub node are relocated to one or more surviving leaf 
nodes. 

G. Cluster resources running on the failed hub node are relocated to one or more surviving hub 
nodes or leafnodes, or both. 

 
Answer: DFG 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Which two statements are true about Flex ASM in a Flex Cluster? 
 

A. Oracle databases from releases older than 12c cannot use Flex ASM. 

B. ASFS may only be configured on a hub node running an ASM instance. 

C. Instances of ASM-based databases on hosts that have no ASM instance running, require Flex 
ASM. 

D. Flex ASM requires that I/Os requests be sent through an ASM Proxy Instance, regardless of 
database andASM instance placement in a cluster. 

E. Hub nodes with connections from multiple leaf nodes must run an ASM instance. 

 
Answer: AE 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
Which three statements are true about the cluster file system archiving scheme? 
 

A. Each node can read only the archived logs written by itself. 

B. Nodes don't use network to archive files. 
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C. Each node can read the archive redo log files of the other nodes. 

D. Each node archives to a uniquely named local directory. 

E. Each node archives to a local directory with the same path on each cluster node. 

F. Each node writes to a single location on the cluster file system while archiving the redo log files. 

 
Answer: ACD 
Explanation: 
Each node can read the logs written by itself and any other node. Each node can read the 
archived redo log files of the other nodes. Each node archives to a uniquely named local 
directory. 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
Which three statements are true regarding multitenant architecture for RAC databases? 
 

A. One UNDO tablespace for each PDB is required. 

B. One UNDO tablespace for each instance is required. 

C. PDBs can have local temporary tablespaces. 

D. All the containers share the same SYSTEM and SYSAUX tablespaces. 

E. You can open one, several, or all PDBs on one, several, or all CDB instances. 

 
Answer: BCD 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
Which two statements are true about ASM alias names? 
 

A. ASM files created using an alias name are not OMF files even if OMF is enabled. 

B. Alias file names cannot be used together with templates when creating tablespaces. 

C. ASM files created using an alias name are OMF files even if OMF is not enabled. 

D. Alias names can be stored only in user-defined directories. 

E. ASM files created using an alias name also have a fully qualified name and can be accessed by 
eithername. 

 
Answer: AD 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
Which three statements are true concerning activation of a user-defined policy in Oracle 12c 
Clusterware? 
 

A. When a policy is first created, it is initially active. 

B. When a policy is activated, nodes may be reassigned to server pools based on the policy 
definition. 

C. An administrator-defined policy may be activated using the srvctl utility. 

D. When a policy is activated, resources cannot be automatically started to comply with the policy 
definition. 

E. When a policy is first created, it is initially inactive. 

F. When a policy is activated, resources can be automatically stopped to comply with the policy 
definition. 

 
Answer: ACE 
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